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Phos Hilaron: From the Masses Rise the Saints is an art action of exaltation and togetherness countering the current 
socio-political landscape. With this exhibition, Ventiko invites us to celebrate the beauty of difference that stems from 
various genders, races, religions, geographies, and histories. Please join us for an opening reception on March 24, 
from 6pm to 8pm.  

Ventiko has transformed Chinatown Soup into a sacred space through a three-part, site-specific installation that features 
a Chapel, a Reliquary, and an Altar. The walls of the Chapel are lined floor-to-ceiling with photographic murals of 
interlocking bodies: images of unidentified flesh upon flesh and limb upon limb, representing the masses. Here, visitors 
encounter 100 Saint Candles—custom art objects that, when burning, reveal the spirit of the Saint within. Continuing to 
the Reliquary, visitors find the Saints’ identifiers, or objects of special significance for each Saint. The Altar is the final 
destination, where light boxes measuring 12 feet by 7 feet illuminate a group portrait of selected Saints. 

Through her lens, Ventiko canonized members of her community to serve as sources of inspiration and light. Over the 
course of one month, each Saint was photographed in an intimate, customized environment to enhance their unique 
messages. These portraits appear on votive candles that the Saints have purchased. This personal crowdsourcing model 
mirrors the spirit of collectivism that Ventiko encourages through the creation of this art action. Nothing is possible 
without togetherness. In addition, 100 artist books comprised of the portraits and accompanying stories written by the 
Saints are available for purchase. Together in this form, they cannot be separated or segregated. 

Our identities are informed by our experiences and enhanced by those in our lives. Ventiko feels blessed and honored to 
have so many people illuminate her path with their Light of Joy.  As a gesture of gratitude, this exhibition is for them. 

Exhibition programming will be curated by participating Saints. Please refer to www.chinatownsoup.nyc for details. 

Ventiko is a critically acclaimed conceptual artist working in photography, performative experiences, and social practice. 
Her works have been exhibited and experienced internationally including at the Korean International Art Fair (Seoul, 
Korea), Sluice London, Busan (Seoul, Korea), Photo L.A., UNTLD BCN (Barcelona, SP), Select Art Fair (Miami and NYC), 
Satellite Art Fair (Miami), Coohaus (Chelsea, NY), Shirin Gallery (Chelsea, NY), Project for Empty Space (NJ), Casa Quien 
(Santo Domingo, DR), Performatorio (Puerto Plata, Cabarete, DR), M.O.M.A. (NY), TATE Modern (London, UK), Kalenic 
Market (Serbia, Belgrade), among others. She has been featured in Interview Magazine, Arte Fuse, Quiet Lunch, Korea 
Monthly Photo, Hyperallergic, Bedford and Bowery, Emergency Index, Cool Hunting, Gothamist, Artist News, Frieze 
Magazine, T Magazine, The Creator’s Project, The L Magazine, Artnet News, Beautiful Decay and Vogue Italia. As a 
community builder, Venitko has worked with 200+ artists creating, curating, and facilitating happenings, exhibitions, 
lectures, and residencies on their behalf through her Animamus Art Salon and Performance Anxiety series. 
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